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Abstract
We present Auction House, an open-source NFT marketplace on Ergo blockchain. This

whitepaper explains the future of Auction House and its roadmap. Auction House is the first

NFT marketplace on Ergo blockchain with novel solutions for efficient smart contracts and

royalty structure. Here we present our primary goals, roadmap, tokenomics and vision.

Ergo Platform
Ergo is a Proof-of-Work (PoW) protocol built as a ground for decentralized applications. It is

flexible, efficient and secure. Ergo has achieved these properties by including various technical

and economic improvements to existing blockchain solutions. Ergo also introduces a new

blockchain-specific programming language, ErgoScript, to provide an underlying framework to

write smart-contracts, which enables developers to deploy their decentralized applications on

the blockchain (Ergo Developers 2019).

Decentralized & secure
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Ergo is a “Decentralized First” platform, meaning that applications and the platform itself is

built to prevent malicious activities of central parties (Ergo Developers, 2019). The community

always insists on deploying applications with no or little centralized parts.

Also, centralization of mining is prevented during its lifetime, as regular people can easily

participate and mine by running a full node (Ergo Developers, 2019). It’s worth mentioning that

the number of miners has increased dramatically in Q4 2022, as Ethereum is moving towards a

proof-of-stake mechanism, resulting in a more secure, more stable, and more reliable network

for Ergo.

Huge public allocation

When Ergo launched in 2019, there was no initial coin offering, no pre-mine and no pre-allocation

of tokens to any team members or venture capitalists. A truly fair launch with 4.43% of funds

allocated to ecosystem development and the other 95.57% circulating among people.

Unparalleled in any other smart-contract platform (Ecosystem, n.d.).

Smart contracts

Ergo provides a framework to run distributed softwares in the form of smart contracts. Such

applications utilize this functionality of the underlying platform to write smart contracts and

implement their logic by means of a blockchain-specific programming language (Ergo

Developers, 2019).

Long-term and consistent development

Ergo has implemented various mechanisms to maintain a long-living blockchain, such as light

nodes with minimal storage requirements, storage-rent fee to prevent bloating of full-nodes, and

self-amendable protocols to adapt the changing environment with no trusted party (Ergo

Developers, 2019).

NFT and Artworks
Auction House is a marketplace for Artworks. Artworks are presented in the form of Tokens.

Tokens are supported natively by the Ergo protocol, in EIP4 (catena2w et al., 2019).

https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/blob/master/eip-0004.md
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An NFT is a “non-fungible” token, meaning that it’s unique and can’t be replaced with

something else. For example, a bitcoin is fungible - trade one for another bitcoin, and you’ll have

exactly the same thing. A one-of-a-kind trading card, however, is non-fungible. If you traded it for

a different card, you’d have something completely different.

NFTs are tokens that we can use to represent ownership of unique items. They let us tokenize

things like art, collectibles, even real estate. They can only have one official owner at a time and

they're secured by the blockchain – no one can modify the record of ownership or copy/paste a

new NFT into existence.

Artworks can be fungible or non-fungible, depending on the purpose of their artists. By all

means, artists can list any of their artworks, meaning that those artworks will be set to be sold.

Either Fixed-price or Auction or some other type of auction such as dutch auction.

Our Vision
● Decentralized: No centralized body controls Auction House as it is a fully-decentralized

artwork market. Auctions, artworks, collections, and other entities in the design of

Auction House live on the Ergo blockchain. So, anyone can validate the transactions and

make sure everything is secure.

● You are the owner of your artwork: One can easily list their artworks without worrying

that it will be lost or stolen. Listing an artwork does not transfer its ownership to anyone

else. Unless the very moment you sell an artwork, you own it.

● Long-term development: We always prefer long-term plans over shorter ones, as our

focus is to deliver and maintain a long-living marketplace. We never sacrifice our users’

rights and plans for short-term profits.

● Art & Artists: We highly praise art as a deep and distinct human activity. We believe that

artists’ works and imagination are precious and should be presented at their best. We

are art lovers and do our best to reflect this feeling to our users.

The First NFT Market on Ergo
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Auction House is the first NFT marketplace on Ergo, up and running since October 2020. It

has been tested and used for around two years. Multiple bug fixes have been done and two

versions (V1 & V2) have been released. The website is currently stable and its smart-contracts

are pretty reliable.

The most important aspect of the current running version of Auction House is that it is

completely decentralized. Artworks and auctions are all implemented inside the users’ browser

according to the EIP-22 and EIP-24 standards. We continue our way to stay fully decentralized,

as it is one of our core values at Auction House (anon_real, 2021).

Auction House V3
The next version of Auction House will be the biggest release of it so far. Huge improvement in

UI & UX, alongside introducing new features including collections and launchpad will be there.

Specifically, these features will be released in the next release and continuously afterwards with

consistent development:

Re-designed UI

Our website has been completely redesigned by our design team to include new features and

improve the overall user experience.

Verification

To prevent scam and fraud, we will have a clear procedure for collections to get verified on our

website. If the community finds it necessary to have artist verification as well, we will implement

that as well with a similar procedure.

Collections

At the heart of many NFT markets, collections play a vital role. They are one of the most

effective ways to show artists’ works. Our website will be the first NFT marketplace on Ergo

Blockchain to implement the newly proposed EIP-34 for collections (anon_real, 2022).

Launchpad

https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/blob/master/eip-0022.md
https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/blob/master/eip-0024.md
https://github.com/anon-real/eips/blob/master/eip-0034.md
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Listings can be started at a certain date and time in the future. Artists can reserve a spot on

our website to announce upcoming releases of their collections and promote their work.

Improved Security

Every process in the Auction House is transparent. Smart contracts are open-source and have

always been reviewed and verified by the Ergo community. The next version of Auction House

includes a few new smart contracts such as new auction types, which will be reviewed by the

community. Moreover, the newly proposed collection and artwork V2 EIPs have been reviewed

by the community

New Listing Types

Auction House will have these three listing types:

● Fixed Price Listing

● Highest bid Auction

● Dutch Auction

Bulk Minting

To help artists to create collections easily, we have implemented bulk minting already and will be

a part of our next release. We will work closely with artists to improve bulk minting.

Trait Standard and Filtering

As a part of the new artwork V2 standard (EIP-24), Auction House supports traits. Users can

filter collection artworks based on these traits (anon_real, 2021).

Buy offers

Auction House will support buyers making offers for some artwork even if the artwork is not

listed for sale. The owner then can accept or reject the offer.

Market
NFT market cap is over two billion dollars with millions of dollars of daily trading volume. Our

team has extensively studied top-tier market places such as Opensea, Foundation and x2y2 to

https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/blob/master/eip-0024.md
https://opensea.io/
https://www.foundation.io/
https://x2y2.io/explore
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be able to have a clear and bright roadmap for Auction House. We believe with the

advantages of Ergo blockchain, our innovative team and recent increasing interest in Ergo

from other communities such as Ethereum, with the right marketing, we can attract many new

artists to Auction House.

Roadmap
Q4 2020 - Q3 2022

● Introduced timed auction contract EIP-22

● Introduced a novel approach for having royalties on Ergo blockchain

● Introduced artwork standard for Ergo blockchain

● Re-designed the initial limited website to include audio and video NFTs

● Proposed collection EIP on Ergo blockchain -- EIP-34

Q4 2022 - Q1 2023

● Re-design the front-end to a more modern and responsive one

● Implement and test “Collections” based on EIP-34

● Improve royalty mechanism to allow multiple recipients

● Deploy owned backend

○ Enables us to be independent of the Ergo explorer

○ Enables us to be much faster than before

○ Provides infrastructure for features such as bulk minting

● Generate Auction House Token (AHT) and start distribution

○ Partnership with ErgoPad

○ Distribute the token in ICO & IDO Rounds

○ Provide staking solutions on ErgoPad

○ Implement utilities for the token:

■ Feature/promoted artworks

■ Investigate profit sharing solutions with the help of ErgoPad and

Spectrum

■ Reward the sellers and buyers with the AHT token proportionate to the

auction price

https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/blob/master/eip-0022.md
https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/blob/master/eip-0024.md#motivation
https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/pull/69
https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/pull/69
https://ergopad.io/
https://ergopad.io/
https://ergopad.io/
https://spectrum.fi/
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■ Introduce “launchpad” -- will allow artists to promote their artworks

before the auction starts by paying AHT token

● Deploy the website on test-net

● Re-design the logo

● Implement de-listable and editable fixed-price auctions

● Introduce Artworks v2 (EIP-24) and Refactor smart contracts for better design and

performance

● Expand the development team

● Form a marketing team and organize marketing activities

Q2 2023 - Q4 2023

● Improve the support and a help center for the website

● Design and implement offer contracts

● Improve UX and UI

○ Better filtering

○ Improve UX based on the feedback

● Setup monitoring for the back-end for 100% uptime

● Design test suites for the backend

● Implement new utilities for AHT:

○ Different artwork cards for promotion

● Document the API for mass adoption

● Connect the development and marketing funds to ErgoTeam

2024 & Beyond

● Develop mobile app

● Design and build a recommender system

Disclaimer
As of the date of publication, this document does not constitute advice nor a recommendation

by the Auction House team, its officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisers or

consultants, or any other person to any recipient of this document on the merits of purchasing,

otherwise acquiring, or holding Auction House Tokens or any other cryptocurrency or token. The

https://github.com/ergoplatform/eips/blob/master/eip-0024.md
https://www.ergoforum.org/t/self-maintained-open-source-development/3774
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purchase and holding of cryptocurrencies and tokens carries substantial risks and may

involve special risks that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of any money

invested. Do not purchase tokens unless you are prepared to lose the entire amount allocated to

the purchase. Auction House Tokens, if and when they are created and made available, should

not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of making a profit

or immediate re-sale. They should be acquired only if you fully understand the intended

functionality of the Auction House Tokens, and you intend to use the Auction House Tokens for

those purposes only, and it is legal for you to do so. No promises of future utility or performance

or value are or will be made with respect to Auction House Tokens, including no promise any

Auction House networks will be launched, no promise of inherent value, no promise of any

payments, and no guarantee that Auction House Tokens will hold any particular value. Auction

House Tokens are not designed and will not be structured or sold as securities. Auction House

Tokens will hold no rights and confer no interests in the equity of the Auction House business or

any future Auction House platform. Auction House Tokens are designed and intended for future

use on the public Ergo platform for the purposes of governance and staking to support the

continued use of the platform.

This whitepaper is not a prospectus or disclosure document and is not an offer to sell, nor the

solicitation of any offer to buy any investment or financial instrument or other product in any

jurisdiction and should not be treated or relied upon as one. Any distribution of this whitepaper

must be of the complete document including the cover page and this disclaimer and the

accompanying boilerplate in their entirety. All information in this document that is forward

looking is speculative in nature and may change in response to numerous outside forces,

including technological innovations, regulatory factors, and/or currency fluctuations, including

but not limited to the market value of cryptocurrencies.

This whitepaper is for information purposes only and will be subject to change. The Auction

House team cannot guarantee the accuracy of the statements made or conclusions reached in

this whitepaper. The Auction House team does not make and expressly disclaims all

representations and warranties (whether express or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever,

including but not limited to: any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness

for a particular purpose, suitability, wage, title or non-infringement; that the contents of this
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document are accurate and free from any errors; and that such contents do not infringe any

third party rights.

The Auction House DAO, Auction House team, and operators shall have no liability for damages

of any kind arising out of the use, reference to or reliance on the contents of this whitepaper,

even if advised of the possibility of such damages arising. The Auction House team believes

that the information reproduced in this whitepaper is accurate and that the estimates and

assumptions contained herein are reasonable. However, there are no assurances as to the

accuracy or completeness of any included information. No regulatory authority has examined or

approved any of the information set out in this whitepaper. The publication, distribution or

dissemination of this whitepaper does not imply compliance with applicable laws or regulatory

requirements. The Auction House DAO operates globally, not under the jurisdiction of any

governmental organization, and no majority has been established in any specific jurisdiction.

Tokenomics
We introduce Auction House Token (AHT) alongside multiple utilities and purposes for it. It will

serve as a utility token for Auction House. We will have exclusive features for artists and NFT

buyers who pay for the feature in AHT. These features include:

Promotion

Users can promote their artworks in the landing page, their listings and auctions in the

launchpad.

Reward

Buyers and sellers will also be rewarded in AHT from this part of tokenomics. For example,

buyer and seller could get back 5% of the auction price in AHT, e.g., 5 AHT if the auction price is

100 ERGs.

Profit Sharing

AHT can be staked through ErgoPad to earn a portion of Auction House's profit. Auction House

will make profit when artworks are sold. We currently take 2% of the final price as our fee.

https://www.ergopad.io/
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We will devote 30% of Auction House profit to our stakers. The distribution period and details

are yet to be decided on. Initially we will distribute this 30% in an automatic but centralized

fashion since there is not a working solution as of today on Ergo blockchain. Later on, as

ErgoPad releases Paideia, we will use it to make this process decentralized.

Token shares (500,000,000 AHT in total)
Liquidity (locked) (2% | 10,000,000 AHT)

We will add liquidity on Spectrum with the Erg/AHT pair.

DAO (22% | 110,000,000 AHT)

The community around AHT will have full control over this part. They can fund proposals, burn

tokens or put them in a yield farm to earn profit. As of today, there is no clear solution on Ergo to

handle these scenarios. Our team will do its best to provide a solution to achieve the outlined

goals for DAO through platforms such as ErgoTeam, Spectrum and ErgoPad as soon as there

are such solutions.

Utility (25% | 125,000,000 AHT)

This part of tokenomics will be used to achieve the utility goals of Auction House. These tokens

will never be staked or sold, they will only be used for utility purposes.

Team & Advisors (11% | 55,000,000 AHT)

Our team will always prioritize Auction House and the community's advantage over personal

interests. We have especially chosen long vesting and cliff parameters to reflect this.

Marketing (7% | 35,000,000 AHT)

With the release of Auction House, we will form a marketing team to attract new artists and

buyers to our platform. The NFT market is huge and we believe with the advantages of Ergo

blockchain and our innovative team, we can play an important role in this market.

Distribution # Tokens % of Price Per TGE Emission Cliff

https://ergopad.io/
https://spectrum.fi/
https://www.ergoforum.org/t/self-maintained-open-source-development/3774
https://spectrum.fi/
https://ergopad.io/
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Total
Supply

Token Issuance
(%)

Frequency
& Length

(months)

ErgoPad
Staker Round

75,000,000 15% $0.0015 0% Daily over
10 months

1

Seed Round 90,000,000 18% $0.003 0% Daily over 5
months

1

Liquidity 10,000,000 2% $0.006 100% - 0

DAO 110,000,000 22% - - 4

Utility 125,000,000 25% - 0% - 0

Marketing 35,000,000 7% - 10% Monthly
over 12
months

-

Team 50,000,000 10% - 0% Monthly
over 24
months

3

Advisors 5,000,000 1% - 0% Monthly
over 24
months

3

Total 500,000,000 100% - -
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